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I would thank the Public Petitions Committee for giving me the opportunity to respond to the 
letter dated 9 January 2009, from Kenny MacAskill, the Cabinet Secretary for Justice, and 
would submit the following for their consideration: 
  
Mr MacAskill’s latest letter simply endorses his original interpretation of what he refers to as 
the “arguments” put forward by the two academics who responded to the PPC, and is akin to 
the views of the Red Queen in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, whose dictum was "Things 
are what I say they are."   
  
The committee are of course aware that Mr MacAskill’s interpretation of the “arguments” of 
Professors Coyle and McIver<sic> and his reading of the report by Roger Houchin bears no 
relation to what they actually stated in fairly clear terms. In my letter of 11 November 2008 to 
the committee I rebutted Mr MacAskill’s assertions in detail by reference to the statements 
he had made as opposed to what was actually said by the academics and the PPC seemed 
to agree with me. 
  
With regard to the representations made by Professors Coyle and McIvor I would make it 
clear that I am in no way supporting their views. As a matter of fact I think that their 
submissions are poor considering that neither one specifically mention Muslims—thereby 
only half answering the question put to them—which diminished their views, and they were 
less than authoritative, but they did not say what Mr MacAskill says they “argued”. Nor does 
the report by Roger Houchin deal with religion in any way shape or form.   
  
As a general observation I have to say that the behaviour of Mr MacAskill in dealing with the 
PPC in this petition has been deplorable. In the first instance Mr MacAskill ignored the 
representations of the PPC for almost a year and then when he has responded timeously to 
the PPC, he has chosen to ignore the terms of their request that he should review and 
consider in detail the matter by reference to minutes of meetings and correspondence. 
Instead Mr MacAskill arrogantly responds by regurgitating his previous unsubstantiated 
assertions. In no way does the latest letter from Mr MacAskill address those specific matters 
that the PPC had sought his views on. 
   
I do not think that I can do more than refer the committee to my letter of 11 November 2008 
on Mr MacAskill’s distortions and ask that they consider my concerns in a serious manner. If 
Mr MacAskill chooses to treat me as a petitioner and the PPC in a breathtakingly arrogant 
and contemptuous manner then there is little more I can say. 
  
For the record however I would ask the PPC to write to Mr MacAskill and ask him to clearly 
state what he implies. Namely, it is his view that Roman Catholics and Muslims are twice as 
likely to be imprisoned in Scotland because they are twice as likely to live in slums.  
  
You may also ask him if his stated aim of having a Scotland that is an “equal and fair society 
of which we can all be proud” can be reconciled with his statement—as Justice Minister—
that he is satisfied that there is “no need for any further research on this issue”?  
   
 


